
Juniors
(9-3pm) 

Ages

5-7

FULL DAY

STEM Club: A Bit of 
Everything!

Gravity, Magnets and the 
Forces of the World

Jr. Chef Academy: #1

Kid Chemistry and 
Bio-Exploration

Jr. Chef Academy #2

8620 Burnet Rd. Austin, TX 78757(512) 494-6744

$405/week*
SUMMER CAMPS

(Add QR Code)
https://bit.ly/3pCd

PFK

Tinker, Build, Explore!

STEM Club: A Bit of 
Everything!

Engineering Design: 
Crash Testing!

JUNE JULY AUGUST

*Ask about sibling and multi-week discounts! Before and After Care Available (7:30am-6pm)

Seniors
(9-3pm) 

Ages
8-12

5/30

6/6

6/13

6/20

6/27

7/5

7/11

New 
Summer 
Camps

Science Technology Engineering Visual 
Arts

Culinary 
Arts

Math Coding Robotics Enrichment

7/25

7/18

8/1

8/8

5/30

6/6

6/13

6/20

6/27

7/5

7/11

7/18

7/25

8/1

8/8

Time Travelers: Age of 
the Dinosaur

Jr. 3D Art Factory

Idea Building Company: Toy 
Engineering

Medical Doctors 
and Veterinarians

STEM Club: A Bit of 
Everything!

JUNE JULY AUGUST

Chef Academy #1

Hocus Pocus: A Wizarding 
Science Adventure

Genetics, Forensics, and 
Dissection Studies

3D Art Factory

Kinetic Design: Where Art 
Meets Engineering

Fizz, Pop, Crackle: Edible 
Science and Culinary Chemistry

How Stuff Works: Electrical 
Engineering

STEM Club: A Bit of 
Everything! 

Chef Academy #2



Descriptions

Camp Description                     5-7 Years Old

STEM Club: A Bit of 
Everything!

In this camp, your camper will get to experience Idea Lab’s wide range of STEM Curriculum! Each day, students will rotate 
through various STEM labs with plenty of hands-on activities to take home! Like Science and Engineering? Cooking and 
Technology? Well then this camp is for you!

Time Travelers: Age of 
Dinosaur

In this camp, Dinosaurs will walk the Earth once more, with the campers’ help. Campers will learn what the age of the 
Dinosaurs was like, the kinds of people that study them, and how to recreate these moments with fun art and science 

enrichment techniques. 

Gravity, Magnets, and the 
Forces of the World

In this camp, we will learn the elements behinds the forces of the natural world. This will include projects centered around 
magnets and gravity! Projects will include creating an earthquake table, exploring erosion, magnetic levitation trains, 

Jr. Chef Academy #1
Join us as we cook up a storm in the Culinary Lab on our campus. We will make recipes from scratch that will include appetizers, main 
course, and deserts! Campers will become familiar with cooking techniques that they will want to bring home with them. Each cooking 

camp will have its own recipes (no repeat recipes in the other week of cooking camp).

Tinker, Build, Explore!
Campers are given challenges and allowed the freedom to experiment with all kinds of materials to provide innovative solutions to given 
challenges. This class is heavy on critical-thinking and problem solving where campers will utilize their Engineering Journals to document 
thought-provoking hands-on activities in order to fully absorb the creative process of Engineering. Imagination is the key to this class as 

campers Tinker and Build and Explore their way to cool gadgets and crazy contraptions.

Jr. 3D Art Factory
During the IDEA Lab Kids’ 3-D Art Factory Camp, our campers jump off of the 2-D page and explore the world of 3D 

sculpture, 3D illusions, and 3D creations. You will be amazed by what Idea Lab can inspire within your child. Explore all kids 
of 3D projects that bring out your inner Picasso. 

Kid Chemistry and 
Bio-Exploration

Kitchen chemistry and exploring biology are at the heart of this scientific camp! Want to create chemical explosions?! How 
about making an edible eye?! What about a science experiment you can EAT?! Join us in this messy science camp and learn 

about chemical reactions and the important parts of our bodies!

Idea Building Company: Toy 
Engineering

Join Idea Lab as we design, test and build our very own toy store by using found object such as batteries, magnets, old 
gadgets to design, build and fine tune simple toys. This camp will challenge our budding engineers to be creative in repurposing 

preexisting objects into new toys that spin, move, light up or do other cool things while teaching them about Engineering 
principles.

Medical Science: Doctors 
and Veterinarians

Jr. Chef Academy #2
Join us as we cook up a storm in the Culinary Lab on our campus. We will make recipes from scratch that will include appetizers, 

main course, and deserts! Campers will become familiar with cooking techniques that they will want to bring home with them. Each 
cooking camp will have its own recipes (no repeat recipes in the other week of cooking camp).



Descriptions
Camp Description                      8-12 years old

STEM Club: A Bit of 
Everything!

In this camp, your camper will get to experience Idea Lab’s wide range of STEM Curriculum! Each day, students will 
rotate through various STEM labs with plenty of hands-on activities to take home! Like Science and Engineering? 
Cooking and Technology? Well then this camp is for you!

Engineering Design: Crash 
Testing!

In this camp, we will explore the underlying principles involved in crashes and how forces can be mitigated. We will 
explore various forms of safety equipment, and then engineering contraptions to protect cars, eggs, humans and so 
much more! Projects include creating crash test cars for eggs, parachutes for army men, and helmets for our heads!

Chef Academy #1
Join us as we cook up a storm in the Culinary Lab on our campus. We will make recipes from scratch that will include appetizers, 
main course, and deserts! Campers will become familiar with cooking techniques that they will want to bring home with them. 

Each cooking camp will have its own recipes (no repeat recipes in the other week of cooking camp).

Hocus Pocus: A Wizarding 
Science Adventure

Luminary. Levitation. Smoldering snakes. What do all of these have in common? Well, they are all needed knowledge to pass the 
Idea Lab Wizarding Exam. Using science, technology, and our imagination we will test the boundaries of what is real and what is 

magic, what is science and what is sorcery. Campers, keep your spell books close as you never know when you might need a touch 
of magic! 

Genetics, Forensics, and 
Dissection Studies

Get ready to explore multiple scientific subjects with this cool camp! First, campers will begin their week of camp with 
Genetic Studies where they will learn all about what makes them themselves. Second, they will dive into the world of 

forensics, working towards solving crimes with the tools they learn. Lastly, end they semester with labs focused on 
dissection: Flowers, Owl Pellets, Paper Frogs, and an actual Sheep’s Heart!

3D Art Factory
During the IDEA Lab Kids’ 3-D Art Factory Camp, our campers jump off of the 2-D page and explore the world of 3D sculpture, 3D 
illusions, and 3D creations. You will be amazed by what Idea Lab can inspire within your child. Explore all kinds of 3D projects that 

bring out your inner Picasso. 

Kinetic Design: Where Art 
Meets Engineering

Art and Engineering meet in this fun camp that allows you to refine your creative skills through art and engineering. Create 
fun projects that make you think and get your creativity flowing!

Fizz, Pop, Crackle: Edible: 
Culinary Chemistry and Edible 

Science

What Fizzes and Crackles? Science, of course. In this IDEA Lab camp we will explore the fun, the messy and the 
educational concepts behind Chemical Reactions. Create volcanoes to explore the science of reactions, get gooey and 
slimy to learn about polymers and have a great deal of Scientific fun in the process. Who knew our kitchen could create 

such a slimy scientific mess? Join our Idea Lab scientists as we mix, measure and pour messy and crazy creations. Put on 
your apron AND your lab coat -- let's get messy. 

How Stuff Works: Electrical 
Engineering

Have you ever wondered how electricity flows through our homes and schools and neighborhoods? In this engineering 
camp, Campers learn the basics of electrical engineering, how it has changed over time, power sources and many many 

more engineering concepts.

Chef Academy #2
Join us as we cook up a storm in the Culinary Lab on our campus. We will make recipes from scratch that will include appetizers, 
main course, and deserts! Campers will become familiar with cooking techniques that they will want to bring home with them. 

Each cooking camp will have its own recipes (no repeat recipes in the other week of cooking camp).


